This oldie-but-goodie “freebie” is based on 2010’s walk. Things to know before you begin:

- The walk starts and ends at Ken’s Market, 7231 Greenwood Ave N.
- It crosses some busy streets and uneven sidewalks, and climbs a long set of steps—be vigilant and careful.
- All clues are visible from public thoroughfares—don’t trespass on private property.
- After solving any clue, continue walking in the same direction you were headed before you derived your answer, unless the next clue directs you otherwise.
- Clues are designed to test your brain power, but answers are always “aha!” obvious. However, if the “aha!” eludes you, text your phone number—just your phone number—to 206.930.8374 and, if the Answer Man can, he’ll call you right back with guidance. If he doesn’t, use each clue’s GPS coordinates to help or join Do The Gumshoe on Facebook and ask fellow gumshoes for hints.
- Clue answers for this walk will be posted at DoTheGumshoe.org on August 31.

Now start walking.

1 ________ Clockwise 90 from Ken’s past the caged tables to Meinert’s bench. Co what? (47.6809, -122.3554)
2 ________ Beyond Katie and Collin’s place, follow the propaganda pointer to the pac-manned plug, then reroute toward the seven to descend past Schneider’s installation. At the winged resting place, how many stars? (47.6803, -122.3539)
3 ________ Diagonal to continue your descent past rock bulkheads and ton to the helmeted silhouette. Of what are the tiny residence’s walls constructed? (47.6804, -122.3511)
4 ________ At emo, proceed as o is to e on its backside. At the Goliath, take the backroad between mostly wooden planes to the posted dog. Kraken, Mariners, Seahawks or Storm? (47.6807, -122.3482)
5 ________ When you have no choice but to change direction, gravitate past violators and, as concrete gives way to gravel, keep on the straight and narrow to the next directional change point. Let palms guide you to paralleling the bulbed fence. At Alki, what are free? (47.6791, -122.3474)
6 ________ Shortly beyond the squareish shrubs, look for the snail and step over it and petals to the faded wheelchair. Follow its path to the code of contact. SMC what? (47.6782, -122.3477)
7 ________ Where things get circular, proceed counterclockwise 270 degrees to take the path that leads away to the friends marker. Descend, cross and bypass the footless walker until you’re south of here, then corner with the pickets past the half ovals to the foreign language. Chop suey, lasagna, moussaka, piroski or tostadas? (47.6770, -122.3492)
8 ________ Climb well beyond the floral glass and rust-surrounded three until you hit a brick wall. The meter maker is also a piece of what type of bedroom furniture? (47.6770, -122.3528)
9 ________ Proceed past the twin car doors until you’re approximately the prescribed distance from the sign below the stop. Turn and cross, then cross again at the safest point, passing proximate to the numbers of a popular all-purpose cleaner and Beach Boys song. Follow the white-barked line to another forced pivot point, then head to the container of covers. What color door hardware? (47.6753, -122.3528)
10 ________ Reorient to skirt the rectangularish foliage, over its adjacent upheaval, all the way to but not past the corner thank you. Turn to begin descending. In what currency does the bank deal? (47.6738, -122.3528)
11 ________ Pass the seated pendulum and lower back to perpendicular up public steps. How many to the top? (47.6736, -122.3500)

12 ________ Near the burnt orange, scout around for two parallel Ballards and follow their line to the peeling trunk. Survey 360. What end? (47.6732, -122.3500)

13 ________ Now take the n to st route past two trios of trees to corner with the brick topping to the wooden wings. Crab, octopus or salmon? (47.6730, -122.3514)

14 ________ At the black scooter, diagonal past to shadow the shortest length of retainer. At the door with 1-1/3 dozen panels, what type of barrel? (47.6724, -122.3521)

15 ________ Where faded orange is on black, make the same turn as indicated by the digits between the fives to leave the posting behind. Keep to your path as it becomes softer underfoot, then cross blades to the alternating black and white. When was Morphauna installed? (47.6713, -122.3532)

16 ________ Find and follow the benched path away from the net. At the thoroughfare, veer to bypass the pumps to the painted buildings. Ankara, Athens or Beirut? (47.6721, -122.3543)

17 ________ Follow boundaries to the signal controllers. Ignore the first and use the second to route yourself over and through the foliated passageway to the pedaler’s sign. JETLI what? (47.6725, -122.3550)

18 ________ When stopped by steps, take the track between the stoned strips to the warning sign. In what line of work does the chaser appear to be employed? (47.6720, -122.3554)

19 ________ Stop short of metallic water to divert in the direction it is to your straight ahead trajectory. Beyond the biplane and fence straddling triplets, at the tiled wall, what creature rests atop it? (47.6719, -122.3573)

20 ________ Follow the piped wall and then the next corner to the chained downspouts. Beef, pork or chicken? (47.6723, -122.3571)

21 ________ At the Goarlilla, head to the green flame suppressor and continue on the essentially level. Pass two rights of the same color until you arrive at the bin corral. What color tie? (47.6737, -122.3564)

22 ________ Where roads cross, do the same, then angle acutely past the tub row to acute again past community. Where numbers are under and above stars and moons, what is their sum in units of a dozen? (47.6749, -122.3554)

23 ________ Near the diminutive lair, in the biggest letters, wildlife what? (47.6755, -122.3554)

24 ________ Cautiously cross. At the pedestalled ball, cross again to the faded sock and resume the same direction of travel. At the package, who’s thanked on a first name basis? (47.6770, -122.3552)

25 ________ Beyond pinwheels but short of the bench duo, follow brick to the dogged push point and take the prescribed action. At the court, front what? (47.6776, -122.3544)

26 ________ Course correct toward the bottle and past south to the rising salmon. Nearby, what color the seatback faces? (47.6783, -122.3544)

27 ________ Pass a lifetime, but cross not to the cross. What brethren? (47.6796, -122.3544)

28 ________ Head to the canine cleaners to cautiously cross to another cross, but don’t actually go to it. Instead, bisect the path between its building and the back of the stop. At 9:15, what’s available? (47.6795, -122.3564)

29 ________ At the five boulders, turn away from their change of direction to follow the tree line past little to the flag. What team? (47.6804, -122.3563)

30 ________ Fly past the propped flamingo to the converted carless garage’s property. Find the flat farm animal. What is it? (47.6818, -122.3562)

Continue to your start point and you’re done!